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### Title:
**Manuel Oria Y Gonzalez vs. Jose McMicking, as Sheriff of the City of Manila, Gutierrez
Hermanos, Miguel Gutierrez De Celis, Daniel Perez, and Leopoldo Criado (21 Phil. 243)**

### Facts:
1. **Initial Actions:**
– August 1909: Gutierrez Hermanos filed a case (No. 7289) against Oria Hermanos & Co. in
the Court of First Instance of Manila for recovery of P147,204.28.
– March 1910: Gutierrez Hermanos filed another case (No. 7719) for P12,318.57.

2. **Dissolution of Partnership:**
– April 30, 1910: Oria Hermanos & Co. dissolved due to the expiration of their partnership
agreement and entered liquidation.

3. **Sale Agreement:**
– June 1, 1910: Tomas Oria y Balbas, as managing partner in liquidation, sold all properties
of Oria Hermanos & Co. to Manuel Oria Gonzalez for P274,000, to be paid over 12 years.

4. **Content of the Agreement:**
– Tomas Oria stated he had authority to sell all goods listed in the company’s inventory.
– Agreement entailed a detailed payment plan and restrictions.
– One of the transferred items was the steamship Serantes.

5. **Court Decisions and Sheriff’s Actions:**
– September 17, 1910: Court of First Instance ruled in favor of Gutierrez Hermanos in case
No. 7719.
– The decision was appealed, affirmed by the Supreme Court, and execution was ordered.
–  Sheriff  McMicking  seized  the  steamer  Serantes  when  Tomas  Oria  couldn’t  pay  the
judgment.

6. **Manual Oria’s Claim:**
– October 18, 1910: Manuel Oria Gonzalez presented a written claim to the sheriff, asserting
ownership of the steamer.
– Despite the claim, the sheriff sold the steamer to Gutierrez Hermanos at an auction on
October 21, 1910.

7. **Present Action:**
– October 19, 1911: Manuel Oria Gonzalez filed the present suit seeking:
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– Preliminary injunction to prevent the sale.
– Declaration of ownership of the steamer and its return.
– P10,000 damages for its detention.

### Issues:
1.  **Validity  of  the Sale:**  Whether  the transfer  of  the steamship Serantes  from Oria
Hermanos & Co. to Manuel Oria Gonzalez was fraudulent against creditors, specifically
Gutierrez Hermanos.
2. **Creditor Protection:** Whether the transaction between Oria Hermanos & Co. and
Manuel Oria Gonzalez preserved creditors’ rights.
3. **Ownership and Possession:** Whether Manuel Oria Gonzalez was the rightful owner
and entitled to possession of the steamship Serantes at the time of the sheriff’s levy and
sale.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Fraudulent Sale:**
– The Court found that the sale of the Oria Hermanos & Co. assets, including the steamship
Serantes, to Manuel Oria Gonzalez was fraudulent.
– Several “badges of fraud” were evident:
– The transfer was made when suits aggregating almost P160,000 were pending.
–  The  vendee,  Manuel  Oria  Gonzalez,  was  a  close  family  member  without  assets  or
experience.
– Insufficient valuable consideration was given.
– No security was provided for the payment.

2. **Creditor Rights:**
– The sale was constructed to leave creditors without recourse, thus prejudicing their rights.
– The method of sale, which included turning over a thriving business to an inexperienced
individual without assets or protections, was treated as suspicious and outside standard
business practices.

3. **Ownership and Levies:**
– The Court upheld that since the sale was deemed fraudulent, Manuel Oria Gonzalez did
not rightfully own nor was he entitled to possession of the steamship.
– The sheriff’s actions in levying the steamship were justified.

### Doctrine:
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**Fraudulent Conveyance:** A transfer or sale by a debtor that is intended to defraud
creditors is voidable if it lacks bona fide consideration and intent. The conveyance must
prejudice creditors’ rights to be deemed fraudulent.

### Class Notes:
– **Key Elements:**
– **Fraudulent Conveyance:** Transfers deemed fraudulent if prejudicing creditors’ rights,
indicated by “badges of fraud.”
– **Creditor Protection:** Ensuring the debtor’s property remains available to satisfy debts.
– **Consideration and Security:** Adequate consideration and security are paramount in
sales to protect creditor interests.

– **Statutes and Principles:**
– **Article 1297, Civil Code of the Philippines:** Legal provisions regarding the voidability
of transfers prejudicing creditors.
–  **Fraud  Indicators:**  Inadequate  consideration,  pending  lawsuits,  sales  to  family
members,  debtor  insolvency,  and  disproportionate  asset-disposition.

### Historical Background:
The case reflects early 20th-century judicial efforts in the Philippines to safeguard creditor
rights amidst a transitioning economic landscape post-Spanish colonization. It illustrates the
balancing act between transaction validity and the protection of creditors in a developing
commercial judicial system.


